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THE INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION ASSOCIATION

NEW FILMS FROM THE NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF
CANADA
WITH GUEST ANIMATORS ALISON SNOWDEN AND DAVID FINE IN PERSON
Sunday, September 30, 2018
San Francisco State's Coppola Theater, 1pm, free, bring a friend
Alison Snowden and David Fine are the Oscar winning creators of numerous short films, animated TV series
and ads. They have been working together since they met at film school in London and now reside in
Vancouver, BC.
Program

Étreintes / Embraced by Justine Vuylsteker, France/Canada (3 min) A beautiful tone poem by a young French animator
using NFB’s Alexeieff-Parker pinscreen, which animates the shadows cast by 500,000 tiny sliding pins.
Skin for Skin by Kevin D. A. Kurytnik and Carol Beecher (15 min) A visual tour-de-force depicting a horrific canoe trip
by 19th century fur traders on a tributary of Hudson Bay.
Le Sujet / The Subject by Patick Bouchard (10 min) The ultimate out-of-body experience as a live-action Bouchard
dissects a life-size model of himself. Does that make this an auto-autopsy?
Alison Snowden and David Fine Retrospective
Animal Behaviour (14 min, their new film) Creatures of various species share their neuroses in a hilarious group therapy
session animated by this multiple Oscar nominated couple.
Second Class Mail (4 min) Alison was nominated for an Oscar in 1985. Their first film is a comic look at a mature
woman’s search for a satisfying companion.
George and Rosemary (10 min) Nominated in 1987 (with Eunice Macauley) A wistful and absurd comedy of a geriatric
love affair. Part of NFB’s program on aging.
Bob’s Birthday (12 min) Oscar winner in 1994. This tongue-in-cheek portrait of a dentist’s mid-life crisis spawned the
long-running television series Bob and Margaret on Comedy Central. They also collaborated on the Shaun the Sheep
television series for Aardman Animations.
Alison and David will do a Q and A. The NFB will also show a trailer and discuss new works in production.
PROGRAM IS PRESENTED BY THE NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA, SAN FRANCISCO STATES’
ANIMATION PROGRAM AND ASIFA-SF

LOTS OF ANIMATION IS BEING SHOWN BY
THE MILL VALLEY FILM FESTIVAL
5@5 Circle Game (Shorts Program) Fri, Oct 5
6:15PM Century Larkspur and Thu, Oct 11 6:15PM
Century Larkspur This year’s animated shorts program
contains a diverse set of subjects and whimsical,
macabre stories. Tupelo (US 2018, 4 min) and Good
Advice (US 2018, 4 min), a pair of shorts from the everastounding and prolific Bill Plympton’s latest collection,
The Modern Lives, offer the director’s signature
animation style set to the music of former Black Crowes
member Jackie Greene. Alexandra Lemay’s Freaks of
Nurture (Canada 2017, 7 min) dives into the complex,
overlooked struggle of mother versus daughter, while
Héctor Dávila Cabrera’s Last Stop (Última estación)
(Mexico 2017, 6 min) travels by bus to find chili-spiced
chicken parts. Ri Crawford’s The Moon’s Milk (US
2018, 14 min) plunders the skies via a motley crew
voiced by Tom Waits. Alexandra Castellanos Solís’
Poliangular (Mexico 2017, 8 min) morphs characters
and shapes through a surreal spectrum, and in Sofía
Carrillo’s Cerulia (Mexico 2017, 13 min), personalities
duel through a miniature sweet-yet-sinister landscape.
Master animator and Oscar® winner Phil Tippett rounds
out the program by carrying us through his grotesquely
gorgeous, monster-laden landscape in the much
anticipated third installment of his series, Mad God (US,
2018, 11 min). https://bit.ly/2O9TIfc
THE BIG BAD FOX AND OTHER TALES Tue, Oct
9 10:15am RAFAEL 1, Sat, Oct 13 12:30pm Century
Larkspur, A delightful, warm-hearted, French gem with
a Looney Tunes flair by members of the Oscar®nominated team behind Ernest & Célestine (presented
here in English and featuring a stellar British vocal cast),
The Big Bad Fox delivers a trio of winning comedic
tales set on an idyllic country farm. Well, it would be
idyllic except for its quirky, perfectly inept assemblage
of bickering animals who never met a plan that didn’t go
awry. In “Baby Delivery,” Pig, Rabbit, and Duck must
deliver a newborn after Stork falls down on the job
(literally). The tables also turn—not once or twice but
constantly—in “The Big Bad Fox” and “Saving
Christmas,” where Fox is the Rodney Dangerfield of
predators, and Christmas doesn’t really need saving…
until it does. Beneath all the hijinks in The Big Bad Fox
lies a heartfelt message: Love and good intentions
always triumph over our inevitable limitations and dimbulb pratfalls. https://bit.ly/2QnpuH4
CHRIS THE SWISS Fri, Oct 12 2:45pm Sequoia 1
and Sat, Oct 13 7:30pm Rafael 2 After a Swiss

journalist is found dead wearing the uniform of a rightwing paramilitary unit during the Balkan Wars in the
early 1990s, more questions than answers surface about
his murder. Using leftover notebooks, archival news
footage, and recollections of colleagues and family
members, Anja Kofmel traces her cousin Christian
Würtenberg’s mysterious transformation from idealistic
war correspondent to doomed mercenary. Animated
black-and-white drawings are cut expertly into the
documentary footage, providing a heartfelt portrait of the
adventurous young man Kofmel remembers from
childhood as well as filling in visuals for the
unknowable parts of his story. Kofmel does not flinch
from the intensity of the conflagration nor Würtenberg’s
dubious role in it, but with deft direction, she pulls her
lens wide enough to reveal the hazards of front-line
journalism and the irrevocable price of getting too
deeply involved in the story. Expected Guest: Director
Anja Kofmel https://bit.ly/2N9A2M9
‘COCO’ Sun, Oct 7 11:00am Rafael 1Join us for a
special fiesta to kick off MVFF41’s ¡Viva el Cine!
program, with the first Marin screening of this Oscar®winning Pixar family favorite in Spanish (with English
subtitles). Come early for Day of the Dead face painting,
fresh churros and chocolate, and live mariachi music.
Then settle in to enjoy the colorful story of a young
Mexican boy’s journey to the Land of the Dead to find
his ancestors and the source of his deep love—and his
family’s disdain—for music. https://bit.ly/2x5AsZJ
Festivities begin at 10:00am with face painting
for kids at Riley Street Art Supply. Free with Coco
movie ticket. Expected Guest: Director Lee Unkrich
FROM MEXICO, CON AMOR (Shorts Program) As
part of our ¡Viva el Cine! initiative, this eclectic
collection of short films is brought to us by our friends
and neighbors in Mexico, in collaboration with the
Festival Internacional de Cine de Morelia. Join us for a
lively medley of animation and live action, curated for
audiences of all ages—and for both Spanish and English
speakers alike—to enjoy. From music-loving mosquitoes
to a boy who loves to draw, it is a lively celebration of
curiosity and creativity. A Hole (El agujero) (Maribel
Suárez, 2016, 5 min), Lucy vs. the Limits of Voice
(Lucy contra los límites de la voz) (Mónica Herrera,
2014, 10 min), Bzzz by Anna Cetti & Guicho Nuñez,
2016, 4 min, Stardust (Polvo de estrellas) by Aldo
Sotelo Lázaro, 2017, 14 min), Mateo and the Cinema
(Mateo y el cine) by Luis Felipe Hernández Alanis,
2015, 4 min, Tintico's Afternoons (Las tardes de
Tintico) by Alejandro García Caballero, 2016, 11 min,

The Teacher and the Flower (El maestro y la flor) by
Daniel Irabién Peniche, 2014, 9 min, Waves from the
Sky (Olas del cielo) by Gildardo Santoyo del Castillo,
2015, 9 min, Ricotta (Requesón) by Luis Téllez, 2015, 6
min. Oct 11 screening is a CFI Education program open
to school groups and the general public.

SEDER MASOCHISM Mon, Oct 8 6:00pm Lark
Theatre, Tue, Oct 9 8:45pm Rafael 2 A disco-dancing
Pharaoh, a crooning Angel of Death, Moses and his
chorus line of dancing rams. This isn’t your bubbe’s
Passover Seder. The long-awaited second feature from
visionary director and animator Nina Paley (Sita Sings
the Blues) is an irreverent musical telling of the Book of
Exodus, reimagining the freedom of the slaves from
Egypt as an eclectic mixtape of funk, rock, and Motown,
featuring songs from Pat Boone to Led Zeppelin to
Oingo Boingo. With acerbic wit and a resplendent
variety of animation styles, Paley’s vision is
Schoolhouse Rock by way of Adult Swim, filtered
through a feminist prism that derides the patriarchal
tenets of the Passover story still rippling through the
world today. Hilarious and razor-sharp, Paley’s latest is
also
achingly
personal,
incorporating
candid
conversations with her late father at the end of his life,
lending the film a poignant emotional grounding amidst
all the Passover madness. Expected Guest: Director
Nina Paley https://bit.ly/2CLi1if
A TON O’ TOONS (SHORTS PROGRAM) Sat, Oct
6 11:30 AM Rafael 2, Fri, Oct 12 10:30 AM Rafael 1,
and Sun, Oct 14 11:45 AM Lark Theatre This baker’s
dozen of short films from all corners of the globe
showcases the incredible imagination and inspiration of
today’s talented animators. Bats that live in libraries?
Lemurs that fly dirigibles? Posters that come to life? A
little girl who lives in a zoo? Lions that need more
exercise to catch their prey? A princess who hates royal
life? Water buffaloes that give you a ride to school?
They’re all here—and so much more: Coin Operated
(Nicholas Arioli, US 2017, 5 min), Rouff (Benjamin
Brand, Johannes Engelhardt, Markus Eschrich, Johannes
Lumer, & Julius Rosen, Germany 2017, 7 min), Dark
Dark Woods (Emile Gignoux & Mik Løvenbalch

Kirchheiner, Denmark 2017, 6 min), Awaker
(Probouzec) (Filip Diviak, Czech Republic 2017, 9
min), Undiscovered by (Sara Litzenberger, US 2017, 3
min), A Priori (Maïté Schmitt, France 2017, 6 min), I
Want to Live in the Zoo (Evgenia Golubeva, UK 2017,
6 min), Painted (Olivia Derie, Belgium 2017, 4 min),
Two Balloons (Mark Smith, US 2017, 9 min), Post No
Bills (Robin Hays & Andy Poon, Canada 2017, 5 min),
Lion (Löwe) (Julia Ocker, Germany 2018, 4 min),
Superperson (Philip Watts, Australia 2017, 2 min),
Outdoors (Sarah Chalek, France 2017, 7 min). Age 6+
Expected Guests: Director Nicholas Arioli and
Producer Jessica Sittig of Coin Operated; Directors
Robin Hayes and Andy Poon and Actor Noodle Boy of
Post No Bills, and Art Director Kathleen Chamberlin
and Animation Director Teresa Drilling of Two
Balloons. https://bit.ly/2p05RrZ

VIRUS TROPICAL Fri, Oct 12 6:00pm Lark Theatre,
Sun, Oct 14 11:30am Sequoia 2 This exquisitely
animated coming-of-age tale, based on the graphic novel
memoir by Colombian-Ecuadorian artist Power Paola,
follows Paola from her conception to the trials and
tribulations of young adulthood. In Quito, Ecuador,
Paola navigates life as the baby of the family, constantly
at odds with her older sisters and her loving but stern
parents—her father an ex-priest who gives them
communion at home, her mother a fortune teller. The
film charts their family dysfunction in a frank and
refreshing manner thanks to the distinct voice of Paola,
imbuing Virus Tropical with an intimacy that renders it
funny, tender, and moving all at once. The beautiful
black-and-white animation style stays true to the film’s
origins, capturing both the nostalgia and anguish of
growing up. The first feature of video artist and animator
Santiago Caicedo, Virus Tropical won audience awards
at the SXSW and BAFICI Film Festivals. Expected
Guest: Writer/Graphic Novelist Paola Andrea
Gaviria Silguero https://bit.ly/2x4nFWv
ZOOTOPIA Fri, Oct 5 7:00pm Old Mill Park, Free
community screening near downtown Mill Valley
https://bit.ly/2MopV0J

******
GENE HAMM’S STUDENTS FROM ALCHEMIA
WON THE BEST ANIMATION AWARD at the
Hell’s Kitchen NYC Film Festival.

Nico, From Danny Says (2015, 1 min). Candy Kugel’s
Buzzco Demo Reel, A Warm Reception in L.A. (1988, 5
mins), Fast Food Matador (1991, 5 mins). The Last
Time (2013, 5 mins), I, Candy trailer (2018, 1 min). Debra
Solomon: Lizzie Maguire Clip (2 mins), I Wanna Know
Everyone in My Building (2007, 3 mins), My
Kingdom (2014, 4 mins). Teach Me To Be a
Woman (2008, 3 mins). Many of the films are onine.
TIM
BOXELL
DISCOVERED
SOMETHING
UNSAVORY LIVING IN THE SEWERS OF NYC He is

HOLLYWOOD BOWL TO CELEBRATE 25TH
ANNIVERSARY OF ‘THE NIGHTMARE BEFORE
CHRISTMAS’ Billed as an immersive experience, it will
be held on October 26 & 27 and will include live
scenery projections, live orchestra, spectacular guest
artists, and an all-star cast. Danny Elfman will be joined
by original cast members including Catherine O’Hara
(Sally) and Ken Page (Oogie Boogie). The event sold
out two nights over Halloween weekend at the
Hollywood Bowl in 2015 and for three nights in 2016.
Tickets for the 2018 event are already SOLD OUT!

SIGNE BAUMANE’S ‘ROCKS IN MY POCKETS’ (2017)

THE ACADEMY PRESENTED ‘WOMEN IN INDIE
ANIMATION’ IN SEPTEMBER Their Monthly Academy
at Metrograph residency program in New York City
presented short retrospectives of four “groundbreaking
independent filmmakers.”
The artist are Signe
Baumane, Emily Hubley, Candy Kugel and Debra
Solomon. All of the artists attended and there was a
Q&A.
The program was Signe Baumane’s Rocks In My
Pockets trailer (2017, 2 mins), Teat Beat of Sex Episodes
1-3 (2008, 4 mins), 2009, 12 mins). Emily Hubley’s:
Pigeon Within (2000, 5 mins), Hail (2011, 3 mins),
And/Or (2012, 6 mins), Brainworm Billy (2018, 3 mins),

exhibiting his design concept drawings for the
monster feature C.H.U.D. (1984) at Streamline
Gallery, 3560 Taravel St., SF. The opening is
Friday Oct. 5 and the exhibit is on view through
October. The café and gallery are open Tuesdays –
Sundays, 8 AM to 3 PM, closed Mondays. The film
grossed 4.7 million.
Tim’s credits include
numerous credits The Right Stuff, and years of
work for Colossal Pictures . His latest work is the
feature Cebu and Freefall, a fantasy shot.
JOANNA
PRIESTLY’S
NEW
ABSTRACT
ANIMATED
FEATURE
IS
A
HIT
AT
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVALS Juanna’s North of
Blue began when she was a fellow at the Klondike
Institute of Art and Culture in Dawson City, Yukon. The
film grew into an exploration of the non-objective idiom
that that plays with shifting focal points, suspension and
tension of two dimensional patterning and trance.
Priestley’s creative priorities included creating a
foundation grounded in the landscape of the far north,
infusing intersecting lines and shapes with vitality and
finding shapes that sparked a sense of connectedness.
www.joannapriestley.com
2018 STUDENT ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
The awards will be presented Oct. 19 in LA in the
Domestic Animation Film School category to Yu Yu for
the film Daisy, from University of Southern California;
to Hanna Kim for Raccoon and the Light, from
California Institute of the Arts and to Eaza Shukla
for Re-Gifted from Ringling College of Art and Design.
In the International Animation Film School category
Pierre Perveyrie, Maximilien Bougeois, Marine Goalard,
Irina Nguyen-Duc and Quentin Dubois won their prize
for The Green Bird, from the school MOPA.
WHAT DROVE SUMMER'S $4.4 BILLION BOX
OFFICE REBOUND Hollywood should be pleased
with the summer results. Disney raked in more
than a third of the domestic market, attendance
grew 9 percent over last summer with a $3.8 billion
gross. Had the grosses for the first week of Avengers:
Infinity War, opening April 27, been included in the
2018 summer tally, domestic revenue would have all

but matched the record $4.75 billion collected at the
box office in summer 2013.
The big winners were Avengers: Infinity War jumped
the $2 billion mark globally, while Jurassic World:
Fallen Kingdom and Incredibles 2 both crossed $1
billion.
Disney had the only a major flop. Solo: A Star
Wars Story grossed $392.6 million globally, losing
more than $50 million for the studio after a $400
million-plus production and marketing spend.
NOW YOU CAN GET DRUNK AT DISNEYLAND
Disney's Star Wars Land will feature cantina with
alcoholic drinks. For the first time in its 63-year history,
guests will be able to enjoy an alcoholic beverage inside
Disneyland outside of the secretive invite-only Club 33
hidden in New Orleans Square.

AT THE EMMIES The outstanding animated
show was Rick and Morty made for Adult Swim. It
beat out Baymax Returns, “Big Hero 6: The Series” for
Disney, Bob's Burgers, “V For Valentine-detta” for
FOX; The Simpsons, “Gone Boy” for FOX and South
Park • Put It Down for Comedy Central.

The Emmy for Outstanding Short Form Animated
Program went to Robot Chicken, “Freshly Baked: The
Robot Chicken Santa Claus Pot Cookie Freakout
Special” for Adult Swim. The other nominated
programs were Adventure Time, “Ring of Fire” Cartoon
Network; Steven Universe, “Jungle Moon,” Cartoon
Network; Teen Titans Go! “The Self-Indulgent 200th
Episode Spectacular!” Cartoon Network and We Bare
Bears, “Hurricane Hal,” Cartoon Network.

The Emmy for Outstanding Special Visual Effects
went to Game Of Thrones, “Beyond The Wall,” HBO.
DISNEY CONSUMER PRODUCTS HIT WITH
SOME LAYOFFS Consumer products and interactive
media has been a problem child for Disney, posting an 8
percent decline in revenue in the most recent quarter and
10 percent decline in operating income. It was the only
segment to report a decline in both metrics. The layoffs
resulted from Disney combining several operations into
a new segment called "parks, experiences and consumer
products."
PHILIP GLASS CREATED A SOUNDTRACK
FOR ‘SESAME STREET’ The music was for Geometry
of Circles 1979.
http://muppet.wikia.com/wiki/Geometry_of_Circles

ANIMAFEST ZAGREB, 4-9 June 2018, Zagreb,
Croatia, by Nancy Denny-Phelps
OH THE GLORIOUS HORROR OF IT ALL!
I always look forward to Animafest because of the high
quality of the programming. This year was especially
exciting for me since the theme of the festival was
“horror in animation” in honor of the 200th birthday of
the publication of Mary Shelly’s classic Frankenstein.
It isn’t often that the festival trailer becomes one
of my favorite things at the festival. Usually by the
fourth or fifth screening I am so tired of watching it over
and over again, but this year’s Animafest trailer was a
joy to watch and I would love to have it projected on a
wall in my home.
Based on the work of Croatian artist Sitpan
Tadic and animated by Luka Hrgovic, Petra Balekis, and
Sitpan, the trailer was so detailed that you had to watch
it again and again to see every little gory detail. Tadic’s
artwork not only graced the festival catalogue but
appears throughout the thick catalogue. There was also
an exhibition of his artwork at a local café.
With 7 screenings of short films devoted to
horror and 4 truly horrifically scary features there was
something to make everyone feel squeamish. The first

program, Memento Mori, opened with Walt Disney’s
1929 first Silly Symphonies film The Skeleton Dance.
At midnight skeletons from a graveyard perform a
macabre, often humorous, dance before scurrying back
to their graves when the cock crows the approach of
dawn.
This program of classic films also included
Raoul Servais’ Harpya, Death and the Mother by Ruth
Lingford, and Chris Landreth’s 1998 Bingo. Chris’ film
left me feeling unsettled the first time that I saw it years
ago and it still has the same effect on me now. Based on
the stage play Disregard This Play, it is the story of an
ordinary man who is surrounded by people who keep
insisting that he is someone called Bingo the Clown,
even though he isn’t. Eventually the man is worn down
by the constant insistence and comes to believe that he
really is Bingo the Clown. Chris once told me that he
made this film in an attempt to get over his lifelong fear
of clowns, but it didn’t work.

Dread in Your Head and Blood featured films
made in the last 15 years such as Australian Peter
Cornwall’s 2003 Ward 13 about a hospital you don’t
ever want to be in. The film’s two headed dog gives me
the creeps every time I watch the film.
I Know What You Drew Last Summer took a
look at some of the more unsettling films on the current
festival circuit including Less Than Human. Danish
animator Steffen Lindholm has set his film in the
aftermath of a zombie attack when the zombies have
been “cured” and exiled to a secluded block of
apartments. When a television reporter decides to
interview a pair of the zombies in their apartment to
prove that they are not fit to be reintegrated into
mainstream life the reporter is in for a big surprise.
Croatian Bestiary is exactly what it sounds like,
a collection of Croatian horror. Made in 1966 when
Croatia was still part of the former Yugoslavia,
Aleksander Marks and Vladimir Jutrisa’s Muha the Fly

is a different take on the classic man versus fly film when a
man becomes aggravated with a fly that won’t stop
bothering him. He swats and swats at it, but as it grows to
human size the man finds out what it is like to be bothered
when the tables are turned and the fly becomes a giant
monster.
Three Nights of Total Horror was screened at
the Animafest Out-Door Art Park. It was only fitting
that Anim’est Festival in Bucharest, Romania be invited
to program the first night of horror since Romania is the
legionary home of Count Dracula. On the second night
Lee Hardcastle from the United Kingdom curated a
program of his Claymation horror films that were
definitely not for children.
The three Art Park screenings concluded with
City of Rott by Frank J. Sudol from the United States.
Inspired by the classic zombie films, Sudol’s 2006
feature film is the tale of a grumpy old man and his
talking walker who set out alone, unarmed, and losing
his mind to buy a new pair of shoes in the city of Rott.
The city is infected with hordes of flesh-eating zombies
and the crazy old man only has his walker to battle the
living dead. Will he fall victim to the Rott Worms that
inhabit the zombies decaying brains? The film was
entirely created, written, and directed by Sudol who is
currently in production on a sequel to City of Rott called
City of Rott: Other Worlds. A short trailer for the new
film was shown following the feature.
In keeping with this year’s theme the British
puppet animator, live action film maker, and artist
Robert Morgan mounted an exhibition at the Ulupuh
Gallery entitled Morgan’s Organs.
Along with
Morgan’s paintings, the exhibition included some
disturbingly fascinating sculptures made from the
remains of puppets from some of his animations such as
The Cat with Hands, Bobby Yeah, D is for Deloused,
and Belial’s Dream. In his artist’s statement, Robert said
“When I finish making a film I destroy my puppets.
This is because I need to recycle the expensive armatures
for the next film . . . I like the idea of my puppets only
existing in their films. This is probably a bit sadistic”.
Sadistic or not I would love to own one of Robert
Morgan’s amazing sculptures.

Robert also gave a Master Class called Making Films
and More where he showed clips from his films and
talked about the processes that he used to create them.
Of course, Animafest was not just an animation horror
festival. The competition screenings were full of some
of the best of the current animated films. I had been
looking forward to seeing Augur, the new film by David
Doutel and Vasco Sa. The Portuguese duo who brought
us the award winning Fuligem (Soot) in 2014 definitely
did not disappoint me with their latest film.
The story of Thaddeus, who owns a prize
winning bull, and his dim-witted cousin Emilio, is very
Portuguese in the setting and characters, but it is also
very universal. The prized stud bull provides income for
the cousins. On an extremely cold, icy night tensions
between Thaddeus and Emilio come to a head.
Ultimately Thaddeus must choose between saving the
life of his cousin, whom he despises, or his prize bull
from drowning in the icy river. The film is beautifully
pained on glass, a style that fits the dark, slow paced
story perfectly.
Another dynamic animation duo are the twin
brothers Veljko and Milivoj Popovic from Croatia.
Their latest film, Cyclists, is as humorous as it is
colorful, capturing the spirit of a small Mediterranean
town perfectly. The cycling season is nearing its grand
finale. During the final race, the 2 men in the lead are
competing for more than the Grand Trophy. They are
fighting for the affection of a lady and the fulfillment of
their erotic fantasies. Meanwhile the small port town
prepares for the arrival of a large ocean liner and its
dashing captain. The 7minute 20 second film may be
silent but the audience certainly was not. I’ve seldom
heard such loud laughter from an animation audience.
Cyclists won the Best Croatian Film Award.

troubled king, a middle-aged Pygmy working in a luxury
hotel, a failed businessman on an expedition with many
cases of Belgian beer, a lost porter, and a young army
deserter.
The title of film is taken the from Belgium’s
King Leopold’s expressed wish to have a piece of “this
magnificent cake” in the African Congo. It is a film not
to miss when it comes to a festival near you. Although
the film gives programmers headaches, at Animafest it
was screened in the feature film category. The 44
minute length seemed to be no problem for the jury who
awarded De Swaef and Roels the Best Feature Film
Award.
This is a very good year for feature animation. I
have previously written about the amazing Isle of Dogs
and the delightful Big Bad Fox and Other Tales which
were screened at the festival. In Zagreb I finally got to
see the recently completed Captain Morten and the
Spider Queen. Estonia is celebrating its hundredth year
of independence and Nukafilm its 50th anniversary as the
premier puppet animation studio so it is fitting that
Captain Morton premiered this year. The 75 minute
puppet film is quite a departure from Estonian director
Kaspar Jancis’ usual style of surreal adult films drawn in
a simple style and full of quirky characters. Captain
Morton is a stop-motion puppet film but it is still full of
quirky characters.
The story revolves around 10 year old Morton
Viks. Morton has no mother and his father, a sea
captain, is always away sailing his own ship,
Salamander. Morton is being raised by his aunt, none
too happy to have Morton living with her, who owns a
café overlooking the harbor.
In this coming of age story Morton gets
magically shrunken down to the size of an insect after a
chance meeting with an inept magician, Senor
Cucaracha. After a water pipe bursts in his aunt’s café
Morton is trapped aboard his own toy ship. With a crew
of insects they set sail in the flooded café. As Morton
deals with his shipboard problems and his strange crew
he learns to accept and understand the adults around
him.

This Magnificent Cake

At 44 minutes This Magnificent Cake is not a
short film (the definition of a short film is 40 minutes or
less) and it isn’t feature length either, but whatever it is,
the new film by Emma De Swaef and Marc James Roels
is magnificent. The pair, whose Oh Willy won over 80
International awards in 2012, once again use felt for the
puppets and sets of their anthology film set in the
Colonial African times of the 1800’s Belgian Empire.
The film takes us from a palace to the African jungle,
telling the story of 5 different reoccurring characters: a

Captain Morton and the Spider Queen is a joint
Estonian, Irish, Belgian, and Welsh co-production. It is
the first stop motion animation puppet animated feature
ever produced in Ireland. The film had a 10 million
Euro budget and was 6 years in the making. The film is

an adaptation of the original children’s story that Kaspar
wrote for a children’s story contest.
The Man-Woman Case is a feature film at the
other end of the film spectrum from Captain Morton. It
is based on the true story of Eugene/Eugenia Falleni, an
Italian born transgender man convicted of the murder of
his Italian wife in 1917. Eugene constantly changes his
identity, weds a second time and lives a “”normal” life
until the law finally catches up with him/her. The trial
that ensued turned into a three ring circus. The film uses
rotoscoping along with 2D animation to tell the story
and the black and white palette with touches of color
emphasizes the dramatic mood of this tragically
haunting story.
Isle of Dogs isn’t the only dog feature film
making the festival rounds this year. Chang Yi, a
member of the 1980’s “New Taiwanese Cinema” group
has made an anthology film of 4 touching stories
revolving around dogs. The first story Lost and Found
is about a puppy alone and roaming the streets of a big
city looking for someone to show him a bit of kindness.
The second story is about One Eye Tiger, a big stray dog
who is picked up from the highway by an animal lover.
In Old Lady an elderly, sick dog who was loved by his
dead owner is left at the mercy of her husband who
never liked the dog. In the final story, A Change of
Heart, a dog and his loving owner adopt a stray dog with
disastrous consequences.
Each segment of the film utilizes a different
animation style to present four different attitudes toward
dogs – indifference, naïve love, neglect, and jealousy –
all of which usually lead to terrible outcomes for the
dogs. This is a film that any dog lover will appreciate,
but be sure to take along a few handkerchiefs.
Each year, at the discretion of the Animafest
Council, an award for the Outstanding Contribution to
Animation Studies and a separate Life Time
Achievement Award are given. This year’s recipient of
the Outstand Contribution Award was British
writer/historian Paul Wells who is one of the leading
voices in contemporary animation studies. In selecting
Paul for this honor the council said “Writing synthetic
overviews, introductory textbooks, and innovative
analysis . . . Wells has shown a diverse and inspiring
taste for good animation, unique and deep insight into
inner workings of the medium, nuanced appreciation of
the art of animation, and a genuine talent for knowledge
dissemination”. His books such as The Animated
Bestiary: Animals, Cartoons, and Culture and ReImagining Animation are classic texts on animation and
Paul’s text Scriptwriting forms the basis for workshops
that he has conducted worldwide, and he is a worthy
person to be honored indeed.
This year’s Life Time Achievement Award was
presented at the opening ceremony to Paul Fierlinger. In
a career that spans more than 40 years Paul has amassed

an impressive body of work and garnered numerous
honors and awards. His film It’s So Nice to Have a
Wolf Around the House received an Academy Award
nomination. Paul is known to many people as the
creator of Sesame Street’s Teeny Little Super Guy. His
PBS animated specials, Still Life With Animated Dogs
and A Room Nearby have each won the prestigious
Peabody Award.
Working with his wife Sandra, Fierlinger has
often focused on documentary and/or very personal
stories with occasional touches of political commentary
which has led his films to receive great success at
documentary as well as animation festivals.
A retrospective screening of Paul’s work was
presented at the festival. There was an additional
screening of My Dog Tulip. The film is a touchingly
true account of a middle age man who adopts an
Alsatian dog that he names Tulip. It was named Best
animated feature of 2010 by Roger Ebert and it was
voiced by Christopher Plummer, Isabella Rossellini and
Lynn Redgrave It is a beautiful piece of animation
about a love affair between a man and a dog. The film
brings a smile to my face and a tear in my eye every time
I watch it.
The Student Film Selection Committee, at their
discretion, can give an award to the animation school
that they feel submitted the most outstanding student
films to the festival. This year the award went to the
California Institute of the Arts at the opening night
ceremony. Cal Arts, established in 1961, has long been
known as a school that promotes creative approaches to
animation by its students.
This year the school
submitted 9 films of which 2 were selected for the
Student Competition and 1 placed in the Panorama
program. That is very impressive because Animafest
receives hundreds of student films for the selection
process which is very competitive.

This year marked the 50th anniversary of the
creation of Professor Balthazar, a kindly old scientist
who solves his neighbor’s problems with his hurlyburlytron machine that drips ideas from the professor’s
imagination. The famous animated television series was
one of the most successful projects of the Zagreb Studio.
Broadcast from 1968 to 1978 the four series of 59
episodes ran 7 minutes each and was shown throughout
Europe. The bright colors and simple science lessons

presented with a humorous plot made the series an
instant hit. Created in the familiar Zagreb School style
of simple lines and humorous characters, Professor
Balthazar continues to be a big hit with young audiences
because the shows do not look or sound dated and the
Professor has found an entirely new generation of
children who are his avid fans.
A special screening of episodes from the series
was shown at the festival. A birthday celebration was
held at the Museum of Arts and Crafts with the
renowned animator Borivoj Dovnikoviv, better known
as Bordo, present. Bordo was one of the many great
Croatian animators who worked on the beloved series.
A lovely reception was held in the museum garden
following the speeches. Professor Balthazar himself
attended the party and was around the festival to greet
his young fans.
Each year the festival invites a different
animation school to mount an exhibition of their
student’s work at the Gallery Sira. This year the
Academy of Art of the University of Banja Luka in
Bosnia and Herzegovina presented 5 graduation films by
its 4th year students, their first graduating class. The
works were in a diverse range of styles: puppet
animation, classic hand drawn, 3D computer animation
and painting on glass. Puppets, interactive projects, and
story boards were also on display.
`
It was quite an impressive exhibition
considering that the school has only been in existence
for 4 years. Even though Bosnia and Herzegovina do
not have a long animation tradition or a developed
animation industry, we will be hearing more from these
students judging from the work I saw at the exhibit.

Icelandic born animator and author Einar Baldvin, who
lives in Los Angeles, presented an exhibition of original
art work from his new fantasy/horror book The
Crawling King. Einar dirtied, damaged, tore and/or
burnt each picture, with a little assistance from his dog
he told me, before photographing them on black velvet
to give the drawings the look of an ancient manuscript.
The lavishly illustrated 200 page book has interlocking

stories that are handwritten, set in the lost Kingdom of
Gyldenbrae. The stories unlock the mystery of the
horror that consumed the once resplendent Kingdom.
The Crawling King goes on sale 14 August of
this year for $45.00. You can see more images from the
book and pre order a copy for yourself at:
https://www.amazon.com/Crawling-King-EinarBaldvin/dp/0988936372/ref=sr_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=153323
2351&sr=8-1&keywords=the+crawling+king+amazon

I had the pleasure of conducting the Book Chat
at Animafest with Einar. The charming author explained
to me that he dedicated his book, “To my brother who
played with the crawling things in the Ggrden,” because
when they were growing up, his brother liked to keep
insects in jars. Of course I had to ask what kind of
insects are found in Iceland and was disappointed to find
out that they are all about the same as everywhere else;
grasshoppers and bees, etc. After looking at The
Crawling King I had expected to be told about some
exotic creepy crawly things that inhabit the Icelandic
continent.
The Crawling King is a must read for every
horror/fantasy fan. If you are a real aficionado of
fantasy/horror you can order a limited edition of the
book signed by the author, and he will also create your
own original drawing for you on one of the inside pages
of the book, integrating it into the story for $125.00.
You can get more information about how to buy your
own
personalized
copy
of
the
book
at:
https://www.starburnsindustries.com/productpage/signed-the-crawling-king-haunted-tome-limitededition
I was lucky enough to be gifted a copy of the
book by Einar and Animafest and I consider it a true
treasure. It was great fun as well as a challenge to look
through all of the beautiful pages and find my original
piece of art.
To celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
founding of Brazilian animation, Ana Flavia Marcheti
has written Trajetoria (Trajectory), a comprehensive
history of Brazilian animation. I was delighted to meet
her and conduct a Book Chat interview with her and her
companion and interpreter Augusto Bicalho Rogue. Ana
told the audience that the first Brazilian animation, Oh
Kaiser, by caricaturist Seth premiered in January 1917.
The book traces the history of Brazilian animation from
that date to its present highly respected place in the
animation world. Not only can Brazil boast an Oscar
nomination for the feature film Boy and the World it
also hosts a major animation festival yearly, Anima
Mundi.
Ana is a graduate in design from Universidade
Mackenzie in Sao Paulo and for her diploma project she
created Trajetoria. The 288 page book is lavishly
illustrated with color pictures. Unfortunately at this time
the book is only available in Brazilian Portuguese, but
Ana is hoping to find a publisher for an English

language version. To find out more about the book and
the cost in your currency contact Ana directly at:
che.marcheti@gmail.com
Running concurrent to and associated with the
festival for 2 days was the 5th edition of Animafest
Scanner symposium. Scanner is designed to encourage
discourse and practical discussion and to stimulate
exchanges of ideas between filmmakers and scholars.
The 2 day program was divided into 4 areas of
discussion: Animation and Sports, Characters in
Animation, Animating Horror, and Animation at Large.
The Symposium’s keynote address was
delivered by Paul Wells. As well as being a very
knowledgeable writer, Paul is an extremely entertaining
speaker. He made his topic, Playing on the Animation
Spectrum – Sport and Visualization not only interesting
but full of humor.
Paul drew parallels between
animation and sports using animated sports films, video
games, apps, and visualizations to illustrate how
animation and sports both have an integrated
choreography and shared codes and conventions in the
digital domain.
Even with all of the films and events, the festival
offered plenty of opportunities for all of us to get
together and have fun. Every night there was a party.
One evening was Karaoke night and on another evening
there was the animator’s jam which offered the
opportunity for people to show off their hidden talents.
A highlight of the festival is always the picnic.
We were taken by bus up into the hills surrounding
Zagreb for a traditional Croatian style barbecue with all
of the trimmings accompanied by lots of beer and wine.
Along with the delicious food and beautiful
surroundings, the picnic is the perfect place for relaxed
chats with friends old and new,
The next edition of the festival will be held June
3-8, 2019. If you want to learn more about the festival
go to: www.animafest.hr. The deadline for submissions
is February 1, 2019.

Incorporated. In addition to his CG work, he is a painter,
photographer, and live action cinematographer who
combines elements from each discipline into his work at
Pixar. Erik has helped develop many projects inside of
the studio including Wall•E, The Incredibles and Piper.
Most recently he was the Director of Photography on
Pixar's Incredibles 2.
$10 +$1.53 service fee. Buy ticket at:
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-cinematography-ofincredibles-2-function-and-style-tickets50320214115?ref=enivte001&invite=MTUwODg3MzQ
vbGVlbWFycnM0NUBnbWFpbC5jb20vMA%3D%3D
%0A&utm_source=eb_email&utm_medium=email&ut
m_campaign=invitemodernv2&utm_term=eventpage
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Thursday, October 11, 2018 from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM

Our website and blog is: www.asifa-sf.org

Berkeley City College Auditorium
2050 Center Street
Berkeley, CA 94704
Exploring the cinematic language of i2, we will
cover it’s influences, motivations, and implementation in
the movie. Together we will look at visual concept for
the film, and then talk in detail about our methods for
realizing those designs.
Speaker Erik Smitt
Erik Smitt began his career at Pixar Animation Studios
18 years ago in the lighting department on Monsters

Mail can be sent to: karlcohen@earthlink.net
or to PO Box 225263, SF CA 94122
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